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Abstract
The present work examines various interaction styles. It
is divided into three parts, introducing three proposals for
enhancement of existing interaction methods.
The first proposal focuses on applying the common hardware to a new style of interaction—the interaction with
objects in the outdoor environment. To verify this method
we have implemented the pilot system icPoint, which enables the user to interact with a night sky.
The second proposal relates to the streamlining of the
information retrieving from the Internet. We propose a
method for accelerating this process, it is based on the
user model utilization. In order to verify this method we
have implemented a widget, which assists in searching
for departure times of public transportation. We have
achieved considerably better times in obtaining the requested information.
The third part deals with the enhancement of a graphic
user interface for educational 3d graphical editors, where
we focus mainly on a preview hint visualized before an
action is executed. This preview shows the consequence of
the user’s potential action. To verify our theory we have
implemented a simulation of the cube cross section. Tests
performed by users demonstrated that this preview is a
useful and desired element of the interface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software—User profiles and alert services;
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1.

Introduction

Even though today’s devices offer a very interesting area of
research, our research has focused on conventional personal
computers (desktops or portables), the most often used
input and output devices1 and commonly available (and
affordable) tools. Since the potential of these devices is
not yet fully explored, our focus was on the possibilities
of interaction improvement. We identified three key areas
within the human-computer interaction field, where we
applied our effort:
1. Cover new domains of interaction by using standard equipment in new ways. There are many different domains where people do not use a computer because
it is difficult to transfer the user’s tasks to the computer.
One of these domains is the situation where the user wants
to point at a remote object off the computer screen as input
information for the computer. Goal 1: To propose and
verify a new method of computer aided interaction
with remote objects within an outdoor environment
using common and affordable equipment (including
input and output devices).
2. Explore a specific type of domain which has the
potential of reducing the number of interaction
steps. Due to the continually growing volume of information that is made freely available online, people often find
themselves in the inconvenient situation where they have
to invest a disproportional effort and time to gain the information they need. This is of course a daily struggle; most
of us would appreciate the time-saving and effort-saving
1

such as a mouse, a keyboard, loudspeakers or headphones,
a microphone or a headset and a web-camera
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option of having this “personalized” information wait for
us somewhere nicely aligned. Goal 2: To propose and
verify a method, which on the basis of observing the
users’ actions, stores his/her choices and thus reduces the demands on the user’s interaction when
retrieving web information.
3. Apply already known principles from one domain to another. We got inspired by Microsoft Word
2007, where after hovering over a format, a preview of
reformatted text appears and on rollout it restores to the
original formatting. This means that the consequence of a
selection is visible before the selection itself. We chose to
transfer this idea into the domain of graphic editors, where
to create a visible consequence is not as trivial as with
formatting the text. Goal 3: To verify whether different methods of visualized information increase
usability of 3D graphical editors, with emphasis on
graphical hint for a hovered object within a graphic
editor, where this suggestion visualizes the consequence of object’s selection.

2.

Usability and Acceptance in Human-computer
Interaction

When working with human-computer interaction, whether
it is proposing an unusual way of control, eliminating
the number of interaction steps or a more suggestive user
interface, all these approaches deal with the question:
“Will users like this?” What exactly the word “like” means
and how it depends on other factors is a matter of usability
and acceptance.

2.1

Usability

In human-computer interaction or computer science, usability is often explained as the user-friendliness or ease
of use of a given computer system. The ISO 9241-11 standard defines usability as “the extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified
context of use.” There are several points of view which
describe the conditions under which these qualities are
achieved:
Consultant Jakob Nielsen and computer science professor Ben Shneiderman state that the usability of a system
predicts five factors of good system design [25, 30]: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors, Satisfaction.
Raskin in his book [28] suggests two paramount laws of
UI design: 1. computer cannot harm your work; 2. nor
waste your time. The computer system should work with
users—not against them.
Larry Constantine and Lucy Lockwood in their usagecentered design suggest that UI design should be directed
by 6 principles [8, 7]: the structure principle, the simplicity
principle, the visibility principle, the feedback principle,
the tolerance principle, the reuse principle.
Nielsen’s and Shneiderman’s five factors arise directly from
the usability definition and give us the more theoretical
view. In contrast, Constantine and Lockwood took the
definition and searched for causes, which resulted in their
six principles and therefore these principles are more practical. These are not the only principles; very similar are
Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules of interface design [31].
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And it is natural that the very same pattern can be found
even in evaluation methods, for example in Nielsen’s 10
usability heuristics.
These general factors, laws and principles work as guidelines and there also has to be methods which can evaluate
or measure system usability. In literature, there evaluation
methods are often divided in:
Usability inspection methods are a set of informal methods that are all based on having evaluators inspect the
interface., for more details see, e.g. [10].
Usability testing methods: Unlike previous methods, the
usability testing2 is an empirical method and therefore
requires observing real users. Here belong questionnaires.
For more details see, e.g., [16].
Analytical Modeling Methods: According Dix et al. [10], the
Model-Based Evaluation covers different types of models,
which model some aspect of user’s understanding, knowledge, intention or processing. Here belongs KLM method.
Every method has its advantages and disadvantages. The
best results can often be achieved by combining several
methods. We have chosen the method of evaluation according to our needs, which resulted from the type of
application that we have implemented as well as the possibilities we have had available for our evaluation (more
details can be found in chapters dedicated to our experiments).

3.

Current Interaction Approaches

The following three sections describe related work connected to all of our three goals, each section for one goal.
In our research we worked and experimented with the
most widely spread UI for personal computers - WYSIWYG3 Graphic User Interface (GUI) with WIMP style,
direct manipulation including point-and-click, drag-anddrop style, and the simplest technique of 3D interfaces
style, sometimes also with gestures and voice UI.

3.1

Remote Object Interaction

The problem of pointing at remote objects, as an interaction problem, can be understood at different levels:
Indoor-indoor: The area of interest is remote, but the
user has a camera there and Internet connection can bring
him/her a picture of it. Interacting with this picture the
user can interact with objects within the remote area, e.g.,
Remote pen [15].
Indoor/table: The user is very close to the area of his/her
interest, but it is too big/wide. The user cannot reach
each corner of the area by simple hand stretching, e.g.,
TractorBeam [26] or Vacuum [2].

2
Also known as Empirical Interface Evaluation, Usability Tests, User Evaluation, Observational Techniques or
Observational Evaluation Techniques; these methods are
derived from experiment and observation rather than theory.
3
WYSIWYG: an acronym for what you see is what you get.
The term describes a system in which content displayed
during editing appears very similar to the final output.
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Indoor/room: The user cannot reach the area of his/her
interest by hand but can use a laser pointer, e.g., Kurz’s
et al. Laser Pointer Tracking in Projector-Augmented
Architectural Environments [23], Kim’s et al. vision based
laser pointer interaction for flexible screens [18], Shizuki’s
et al. laser pointer interaction techniques using peripheral
areas of screens [29].

encapsulates a single information source They are singlepurpose mini-(web-)applications, which typically have a
minimal size. They can be of two types, either for the web
(web-widgets) or for the desktop (widgets) [5]. Research
has already been done on their usability [13], their adaptive managing [3] and the web widgets were used also to
enable the semantic web [24].

Outdoor Interaction: The user cannot mark the object
of interest even by laser pointer, because the object is
too far away—within an outdoor environment. One can
find different devices (mostly cell phones, e.g., Google Sky
Map4 and Star Walk5 ) that can handle its orientation or
the user’s GPS position or at least somehow communicate
with other devices around. None of these solutions fits our
goal, because they significantly increase the final price.

The only choice how to have automatically adaptable
widget is to program it, because it gives a space for the
developer to implement such features. In general, obtaining information from the Internet is not personalized and
users have to manually set up the system or hope for the
web site with implemented harmless cookies.

There is an old method, which provides the observer with
an enriched view of the world around and which requires
a well-placed glass pane with specific information. An
example is a vertical pane depicting the parts of the ruins,
which are absent in front of the ruins, which remained.
Thus, observers can have a very specific idea how a given
object looked in the times of its glory. Another example
can be found in the field of glass sundials. Sundials can
accurately tell the dates of the solstices and equinoxes
and can have date lines for birthdays or anniversaries, too.
A glass pane is used even today as a tool for observers
in different situations dealing with long distances. This
inspires us to use the glass plate also in our solution.

3.3

3.2

Lowering the Demands on the User’s Interaction

We focused on lowering demands when the user repetitively
looks for specific information in a specified field. It means
the user knows where to search for and how to filter the
information available at the location—his/her favorite
source.
The most favorite way of retrieving information from the
web is the well-known browsing. For this purpose there
are web browsers. To speed up retrieving, the user can use
for example “Add to Favorites,” choice or set up the page
for “home-page,” or use the setting “Show the windows
and tabs from the last time” or simply allow the cookies.
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 brought a little improvement
with Web Slices, which enable users to subscribe to content
directly within a web page. Other type of acceleration
can be found in site specific browsers (e.g., Fluid, Mozilla
Prism, Google Chrome or Bubbles).
Another option, which can significantly speed-up user access to relevant information are personalized and adaptive
web-based systems [4]. Such personalization and adaptation is obtained via well-designed user models. The user
model is a reflection of users’ understanding of a product.
It includes how they perceive the objects and activities
involved in the operation of the product [32]. It contains
all information that the system knows about the user.
Without implementing own engine or a robust system, a
chance for reducing interaction steps can be found in widgets (sometimes also called gadgets) or mashups. Mashups
are services that combine two or more information sources
to create a new service [33]. A widget, on the other hand,
4
5

http://www.google.com/mobile/skymap
http://vitotechnology.com/star-walk.html

Interaction in 3D Environments Using
a Typical PC

To understand the systems providing different functionalities of various 3D worlds, we analyzed them with a focus
on their common features as well as their differences. We
studied different 3D games, 3D editors and 3D educational
software dealing with solid geometry. All of the analyzed
solutions have its pros and cons. Games typically uses following control elements: mouse, WASD keys, Shift, Ctrl,
Alt and Space (and other) keys. This makes them easy to
control, but they have very narrow range of interaction as
regards the creation of new objects.
3D editors have on the other hand wide range of tools
for creation of a new and diverse object. But since every
editor use different key/mouse control for it, they provide
the user with very good feedback by visualizing already
selected mode/tool/object in form of changed attributes of
selected object (color, highlight, vibration),changed shape
of the selected object envelope, changed shape of mouse
pointer, hints (in textual form) and they show the preview
of object during its creation, when more than one click is
needed, snap an object to another object or a grid. 3D
editors do not cover requirements for drawing procedures
needed in geometric constructions, too.
The last category is educational 3D geometry editors. Taking into account only the best ones—Archimedes Geo3D [11]
and Cabri 3D [9]—one of their disadvantage (apart from
naucteviac.sk [1]) is that they do not provide a feedback on the accuracy of the student’s solution. Some of
mentioned solution used shortcuts, some not, but without
reading manual, it was difficult for novice to use/remember
them. Nor Cabri 3D not Archmimedes Geo3D provides
shortcuts to work with tools, thus the drawing consists
of relentless moving and clicking mouse cursor over the
toolbar and back to the scene. Equally arduous is a selection of one of the grouped tools. The last issue is infinite
objects, which make the user disoriented in the space.

4.

Interaction with Distant Objects

Our analysis has shown (see Section 3.1), that there are
many different ways and situations when pointing is useful
and it is often done by a laser pointer, but they do not
work for long distances. There are expensive solutions, but
because we are focused on affordable devices—our method
uses only a computer, a web-camera, a laser pointer and
a glass pane.
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where αb,c , εb,c , αr,c , εr,c , αc and εc are azimuths and altitudes for points B, R, and camera8 , [bρx , bρy ] and [rρx , rρy ]
are coordinates of points B and R on the camera image
with resolution wρ × hρ and hmax (vmax ) is the maximal
horizontal (vertical) angle of camera field.
The user needs to give the system only these values:
Figure 1: An example user and devices location
within user’s space and environment.

4.1

• Camera’s view direction in world coordinates (its
azimuth and altitude); the user sets the camera under
the corner of the glass pane aiming camera to the
center of the pane, and then gives dimensions of the
pane and its distance from the ground to the system.

The User’s Line of Sight Calculation

When the object pointed at is too far away, neither the
direction of the laser beam nor its end (dot on the surface)
is detectable/visible in the camera image. To solve this
we used a transparent glass pane. The camera has to be
placed on a fixed position so it is not needed to calibrate it
for every frame, but only once at the beginning. The laser
pointer has to be as close to the user’s eye as possible and
parallel with his/her straight view (see Figure 1, picture
of a user).
To calculate the direction of the laser beam, which is an
approximation of the user’s sight direction, we need used
two different points. The first point for our calculations
appears as a red dot on a glass pane, where the light
emulated by the pointer falls (Figure 1: point B). The
second point is source of light (see Figure 1: point U), but
we need to calculate it.
For this purpose, we used its natural reflection (points
R and B are easily distinguishable because R has less
red and more white color). Here according the Law of
reflection, we are able to calculate the real 3D world
spherical coordinates of a light emitter (its azimuth6 and
altitude7 ). For formula derivation see the dissertation
thesis, chapter 5.1. The final equations for light emitter
azimuth (εB,U ) and altitude (αB,U ), representing user’s
sight, are:
αb,u = tan−1

cot εb,c sin αb,c + 2 cot εr,c sin αr,c
cot εb,c cos αb,c + 2 cot εr,c cos αr,c

εb,u = tan−1

sin αb,u
cot εb,c sin αb,c + 2 cot εr,c sin αr,c

6
The altitude, sometimes referred to as elevation, is the
angle between the object and the observer’s plane (local
horizon), in this work we mark it with Greek letter ε.
7
The azimuth of is the angle of the object around the
horizon, usually measured from the north point towards
the east, in this work we mark it with Greek letter α.

• Camera’s field of view; user chooses it from dropdown list according the camera type.
• Observation position coordinates (usually GPS coordinates).
With the observer’s position (from GPS) the object of
interest lying in his/her line of sight can be calculated.
The coordinate system depends on the application domain.
This method can work also in the dark or simply when
the camera cannot “recognize” the surroundings. It is not
necessary for the system to “see” the object of interest—it
is sufficient when it is possible to calculate it from a model.
If the camera cannot “recognize” the surroundings (e.g.,
in the night or in the dark, foggy weather), the system
cannot auto-calibrate itself (calculate camera’s azimuth
and altitude), so the user has to set it manually. This
input is critical for the accuracy of further calculations,
otherwise the system will provide wrong outputs.
Aforementioned interaction method has a drawback, because it is not comfortable for the user to control the
computer in the usual way—using mouse and keyboard.
We decided to use a laser pointer and camera, because
they reduce the demands on the number of different interactive hardware devices. To substitute mouse “clicking”
we propose to use sound signals (spoken commands). For
more details, follow section 5.2 in our dissertation thesis.

4.2

Object of Interest Identification

To be able to evaluate our method, we needed to choose the
application domain and implement our method for it. The
important part in this is to implement the calculation for
the object of interest. This calculation method is domain
8
Since web-cameras can be turned only in horizontal and
vertical direction, we do not need any other correction for
camera view angle (such as rotation around its own axis).
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Figure 2: Outdoor experimental interaction prototyping. A user is lying under a glass pane placed
on cardboard boxes aiming a laser beam to a star.

dependent. In the following paragraphs the domain is
described as well as the principle of further calculations.
For evaluation of our method we chose for the application domain an outdoor night sky observation where a
computer provides visual, textual and spoken information
about celestial objects observed and pointed at by the
user.
During the observation the user lies down under a horizontal glass plate (see Figure 2) and uses our pilot project
running on his/her computer. We named it icPoint (read
I see point). It complies with our proposed method for
determining the direction of the user’s line of sight determined by two angles. They serve as input parameters for
further calculation—to determine the part of the night
sky the user is looking at and according to this to mark
the closest visible sky object (see Figure 3).
To find an object of interest we needed calculations based
on conversions between coordinate systems and data from
object catalogues. More information about coordinate
systems and conversions between them can be found in
literature [12, 27], formulas are not stated in this work.

4.3

Evaluation

To verify our first goal we set a hypothesis: Our remote
objects pointing method is applicable—if the user points
at the object of interest by a laser pointer through a glass
pane captured by a web-camera, then the system is able to
calculate and identify this object.
To evaluate this, we instructed testers (people from the
target group) about the usage of the system and then they
got a simple task. This test allowed us to verify three
things:
• Proof of Concept: whether the system can correctly
identify the user’s direction.
• Usability Evaluation: whether the user is able to
comfortably use our system.

Figure 3: Screenshot of icPoint project with main
screen and left side panel, which contains multimedia information about a selected sky object.

• Acceptance Test: whether this one use-case meets
the requirements of the given specification.
We tested also the other features of icPoint, but for purposes of this work only the listed ones are described in
detail.

4.3.1

System Description

The main screen of icPoint (see Figure 3) consists of a
selected part of the night sky. When working with an
object (usually a star), it is marked and located in the
middle of the screen, whether it was designated by the
laser pointer on the sky or searched through a find menu
placed in the bottom area. Four big buttons dominate
the bottom part of this main screen, providing the basic
icPoint functionality. They have to be large so the user can
easily hit them by the laser pointer dot. On the left side of
the screen there is an auto-hiding panel with multimedia
information and on the right side there is an auto-hiding
panel with application settings. It also provides additional
multimedia content, stored in a local database to provide
further data expansion.

4.3.2

Experiment

Our test involves 10 testers. The test took place on May
7th 2007. We tested several different features of icPoint.
We list here only the one of the user’s tasks that verifies sky
object detection and identification. It was performed with
several stars of the Ursa Major and Bootes constellation.
Task: Aim the laser pointer at the glass in such manner,
that the laser dot on the glass designates the chosen star.
Then confirm your choice by voice command.
This includes the system’s correct determination of the
user’s angle of view, correct object of interest determination and correct voice command recognition. The user
can also ask for information about the object. All of this
should be feasible under conditions where the user interacts with the system using only the laser pointer and voice
commands, lying on the ground.
Test Results: The detection of stars was successful—the
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system correctly detected the area of observed night sky
within the system accuracy, which moves around 3 degrees
(in means of angular distance on the surface of a sphere).
The correct determination of celestial object depended on
its magnitude, since our system preferred the brightest
one from the closest neighborhood of determined direction. This was the way, how to deal with 3 degrees system
accuracy knowing that the users mostly pointed at the
brightest stars/objects. This led to perfect (100% correct)
detection of the brightest objects (which were the most
frequent case9 ) and the success rate decreases with increasing magnitude to 0% (this was the least common case). If
the object was detected incorrectly (because of its higher
magnitude = less brightness), the user used the simple
voice command, which jumped to the next brightest object
in detected area. After one, two or maximum three jumps
the correct star/object was selected.

5.

Interaction Support Based on User Model

The analysis has shown (see Section 3.2) that retrieving
specific information on the web can be very complicated.
Especially, when the user already knows the exact place to
look for it, but nonexistence of personalized service forces
him/her to repeat the same sequence of actions each time
he/she is retrieving it. In our case information is spread
within the different pages of a web site. The user wants
only one of the pages, but to get it a selection is necessary.
Since the selection can differ each time, data cannot be
automatically retrieved from the web site. For example, it
can be searched for a specific food recipe or the nearest
bus departure.
We decided to observe the user’s behavior to obtain/fill
the user model—the user’s actions (his/her choices) are
recorded, evaluated and incorporated in it.

5.1

Reducing the Number of the User’s Interaction
Steps

To reduce the user’s interaction steps in retrieving this
type of information, there is only one option—to “guess”
it, to estimate the user’s intention by from the user model.
To be able to estimate it, system monitors the user and
looks for his/her behavior patterns (see Figure 4). It does
not require any initial manual setup. Thus this way of
adaptation creates an interface, which displays contextual
information in a noninvasive manner. The above mentioned patterns are domain dependent, but the most often
observed and determined are those that are repetitive.
These often correlate with time and location. Here repetitiveness represents user preferences, and the time together
with the location represents the user’s context.

Figure 4: Overview of our personalized interaction approach.

Our target group is people who use public transportation.
They know these three facts:
• which line-number they need,
• what the name of the closest (bus)stop is,
• in what direction their route is,
they need to know
• the times of several closest line departures of a certain
line from a certain stop in a certain direction (since
they do not remember them)
they expect to obtain the information with minimal time/effort
• minimal time/effort
• minimal manual initial customization
and they do not need to know
• when the line will arrive to their destination
• if line changes are necessary
• which route is the shortest, quickest or cheapest.

5.2

Personalized Information Retrieving for Public
Transportation Departures

To add more details about our method, the application
domain has to be set. For evaluation of our method
we chose the domain of public transportation departures.
Since a lot of people often use the same (bus)lines, this
domain has a simple pattern of the user’s behavior. The
most often context is traveling to work (school) and back
home. This type of user’s behavior can be even very
regular.
9

Depends on actual visibility (observation conditions) and
on the user’s character.

The system has to fulfill the user’s requirements in a
way that minimizes the number of interaction steps and
accelerates information access.
Domain model: The main element of our domain is a
line. This line has a number (1, 2, . . . ), is of given type
(bus, tram, . . . ) and has a route with several stops. Each
stop of the line has its order within the line route, has its
time shift—how long it takes from the first stop of the line
to the chosen stop, is in a certain direction (towards one
or the other terminal stop). Each stop has a name. The
first and the last stop of the route are terminals. Each
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terminal has its departure time schedules. They depend
on the type of day (regular working day, Saturday, Sunday,
public holiday, school vacation, etc.).
To provide the user with the closest departure times, the
system has to have three inputs (set choices): line number,
stop, and direction. Without personalization, all of them
have to be chosen by the user. Working with the user
model, the system can estimate all three inputs. Since
these are already a part of the domain model, the user
model is an overlay model [4] of our domain model.
The user’s inputs are continuously monitored and since
these inputs can be time and location conditioned (contextual), each choice is also categorized:
Figure 5: Widget layout description.

• Repetitiveness
– Line number,
– Line direction,
– Line stop
• User context
– Time of the request (hour, day, and month)

can be done by the user or estimated by a system. All the
choices have to be done only if the automatically chosen
choice is not the one wanted. After these three steps,
whether they were done automatically or by the user, the
upcoming five departures are displayed (from the current
time).

– Place of the request
The displayed content is refreshed either when the system
is started or after the change of the context—the time or
the location. We choose a subset of data primarily by the
user’s location, since this context is directly related to the
choice of the (bus)stop.

5.3

Evaluation

To verify our second goal this we set a hypothesis: The system adaptation using our user model reduces the demands
on the user’s interaction and thus accelerates information
access and users find this way of information retrieving
useful and comfortable.
We used three different methods for three tests, one of them
is included in this paper: Usability Inspection Method—
KLM (Keystroke-Level Model) to compare our and other
interaction methods.

5.3.1

System Description

There is no service that would monitor the user’s requirements and identify patterns in his/her behavior. Only
browsers can remember the user’s last choices (cookies) or
the user can manually mark a page as a favorite (bookmark). According to our analysis (see Section 3.2), desktop widgets provide a suitable starting point. Our widget
displays the closest departures of the chosen/estimated
stop, direction, and line of the public city transport (see
Figure 5). It uses our proposed method to estimate the
user’s choices and thus adjusts to the user’s needs. In our
user model we included only repetitiveness without context (time and position). It means the most often chosen
option is always pre-selected automatically.
The basic widget functionality is to display the upcoming
five departures (Figure 5, point 4) of the selected line
(Figure 5, point 1: dropdown-menu) in a set direction
(Figure 5, point 3: simple click) from the chosen stop
(Figure 5, point 2: dropdown-menu). These three choices

The widget can announce the time of the next departure,
it can be turned off (Figure 5, point 5). Finally, every
application has a Help (Figure 5, point 6). For other more
details see our paper [21].

5.3.2

Experiment

To count the number of interaction steps, or more precisely
the time required to perform these steps, we used the
KLM (Keystroke-Level Model). To compare our solution
we took three different web sites, which provide the same
information in different ways. All of these ways are typical
for retrieving the information requiring selections and are
very similar to all other solutions dealing with our type
of problem. For a better idea, we calculated it also in
seconds using the following times [17]:
• K: Keystroke (0.2 sec.)
• T(n): Type a sequence of n characters on a keyboard
(n.K sec.)
• P: Point with mouse (1.1 sec.)
• B: Press or release mouse button (0.1 sec.)
• BB: Click mouse button (0.2 sec.)
• H: Home hands to keyboard or mouse (0.4 sec.)
• M: Mental act of thinking or perception (1.2 sec.)
To be able to compare three web-page-based solutions with
our solution, we used our cold start (or situation when it
is necessary to download a new line), wrong estimation
and correct estimation times. The graph (Figure 6) shows
times for obtaining information on a line departure. Since
the majority of users use the same lines, the probability
of the correct estimation is high. Thus our personalized
widget in most cases reduces the number of interaction
steps. It saves the user’s time and makes the information
retrieving quicker.
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Figure 7: A cube with 3 points.

Figure 6: Time consumption comparison for obtaining information from various sources using different ways to speed up search.

6.

Interaction Using Visual Help in Simple 3D
Editors

The analysis has shown (see Section 3.3), that various
3D environments, whether game, editors or educational
applications, have different useful features. They help the
user to control and use this environment. On the other
side, there is still a room for various improvements.

6.1

Improvements of GUI Elements

The GUI design includes elements such as icons, tooltips,
help, changes of color or some other attribute, different
pointer shape, context menus, menus, etc. To improve
some of them, we suggested the following:
• To display keyboard shortcuts directly on tool buttons.
• To create and display “special” keys for most often
used tools to switch between them (such a shift key
for capitals).
• To show an action preview during scene editing (preview the consequence of the action).
• To reduce the number of buttons in a toolbar.
• To show an infinite object in a finite form with
possibility of their extending or shortening.
• To rotate the scene in case of overlapping objects
when adding/snapping a new object to an existing
(overlapped) one.
Of course, we also suggest keeping already used standards
and some habits which users can have from similar applications even if these habits are not standard.
For evaluation of our approach we chose an educational
3D editor working with solid geometry as an application

domain. This can help students with lower spatial ability [6] to utilize it. This is the area, where users work in
virtual 3D space with abstract 3D objects. In our case,
this 3D space is projected on 2D screen. Since the same
principles are involved in all drawing tasks, in order to
prove our concepts, we chose one specific task: a cross
section of a cube.
Students’ task: There is a cube (only a wire frame
model) with 3 different points marked, usually on its
edges (Figure 7). The task is to find a cross section on
this cube. A plane of section is defined by these 3 given
points (for example X, Y and Z in Figure 7). Nowadays
Slovak students solve this task by pencil and ruler in their
workbooks. Teachers teach them the constructing method,
which consist of extending segments (mostly edges of the
cube), using parallel segments, localizing intersections,
etc., which leads to the determination of the rest of the
points belonging to the section.
To allow the user to do the same task but on the screen of a
computer, we need to provide tools for an interaction which
consists of individual elementary steps of the construction
process.
System description: The application allows the user
to translate, rotate and zoom the scene, so he/she
can look at it from all angles. As with the constructing
method, the application offers:
1. Definition of a new point on an intersection (for
teachers there is the possibility to add points anywhere on the cube—on its vertex, edge or face—as
the first three points for the task).
2. Insertion of a new segment defined either by two
points or as a parallel line (with some other segment)
passing through an existing point.
3. Extension of an existing segment in one of its two
directions.
4. Coloring of a plane (either one plane of the cube,
an auxiliary plane or the section plane).
Additional features are:
1. The system activates snapping object after clicking
the mouse (to preserve the educational character of
application) and not before as it is usual.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of our pilot application InteractiveCube.

Figure 9: Preview of segment extension in InteractiveCube.

• use drag-and-drop to create a parallel line,
2. The system gives a feedback on the correctness of
the solution.
3. The system does not allow the students to edit the
scene at the same level as teachers can.
Target group: According the curriculum the solid geometry (which contains also the cross section of a cube) is
taught in the penultimate year of the study (17-19 years
old students). We can extend this to alder users with technical background, too, since they can come into contact
with abstract 3D objects—either some type of construction
or more complex 3D objects visualization.

6.2

Evaluation

To verify our third goal, we set several hypothesis, the two
most interesting of them are:
1. Some users will notice the keyboard shortcuts on
the tool buttons and try to use them, but they will
prefer use the “special” keys for most often used tools
(especially those users, who are more familiar with
3D editors).
2. Users will appreciate the action preview during scene
editing, which visualize the consequence of their
action.
To evaluate these hypotheses we used following methods:
observation the users during their work, questionnaires
and interviews.

6.2.1

Systems Descriptions

We created a prototype—InteractiveCube (see Figure 8).
Its design was influenced by our experiences obtained from
project StereoVR Portal [19] and project Stereo3D [20].
The prototype’s scene contains a cube with three points
defining the crossing plane. InteractiveCube share with
previous solutions a common basic functionality. Features
that are unique for InteractiveCube are:
• use drag-and-drop to extend or shorten the line/segment,

• use drag-and-drop to delete an object,
• left mouse button: press button, select an object,
drag an object, rotate the scene, extend a line Figure 9.

6.2.2

Experiments

During our development we consulted it with expert in
didactics of mathematics–Mgr. Iveta Kohanova, PhD. who
is Head of the Section of Didactics Mathematics at the
Department of Algebra, Geometry and Didactics Mathematics, FMFI UK in Bratislava, Slovakia. Finally we
prepared a test for evaluation, which was similar to the test
for Stereo3D prototype, what enables us to compare the results. Our questionnaires were accommodated to a slightly
different functionality of InteractiveCube prototype.
Majority of our 23 testers had either mathematical or
computer science education and most of them spend on
computer more than 16 hours per day. They were on
average 30 years old. Testers did not receive any instruction and had to find out themselves how to control the
application. They had three tasks of different difficulty
(including the most complex one). They were not limited
in time but majority of them did not spent with testing
more than 5 minutes. After the testing they filled the
questionnaires (for the result see next subsection).
The feedback questionnaire was divided into four areas:
Look & Feel—how do they like it, Arrangement, Controls
and Status Bar. The full text of the questionnaires as
well as the graph of answers can be found in appendix of
dissertation thesis.

6.2.3

Test results

Our prototypes were accepted positively. The users considered it simple, intuitive and user friendly. The test
results shows that the most experienced users were future
teachers (the first group of Stereo3D testers), since they
already worked with similar system: GeoGebra [14] and
they also knew the construction method for cube cross section. On the other side, the less experienced with the least
knowledge were high school students (the second group
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of Stereo3D testers): in this group the most difficulties
occurred.
Now coming back to our hypotheses, according the questionnaires results the evaluation shows, that:
1. 1/3 of users immediately and the second 1/3 at the
very beginning of the application use noticed the
shortcuts. 39% of all users even tried to use it. The
most often used key was Ctrl. This proves our first
hypothesis.
2. 91% of all users agreed, that it was great to have
a preview during scene editing, which visualized the
consequence of their action. This proves our second
hypothesis.
This proved that for 39% of users were able to control our
application by shortcuts, which made their work quicker.
The most used key Ctrl indicate rapid adoption of its style
of interaction (temporary mode change - similar to Shift
key for capital letters).
Since 91% of users rated our graphical preview of possible
action very positively, this is the clear proof that this
method works not only theoretically but also practically.
This method reduces the interaction time required to
perform an extension line action: the most often action in
the system.

7.

Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the field of
Human Computer Interaction. We propose three different interaction methods, which creates or increases the
usability. Each of these methods solves a specific problem.
We therefore used different methods for their verification.
In following paragraphs are repeated our goals, summarized how we fulfilled them, what are their benefits, where
else would the method be applicable or how it could be
improved.
Goal 1: To propose and verify a new method of computer aided interaction with remote objects within
an environment (off the computer screen) using common and affordable equipment (including input and
output devices).
We focused on a new and undiscovered application of
human-computer interaction using a laser pointer and
image processing. Our pilot project icPoint offers sky
object recognition using a laptop, a web camera, a laser
pointer and a glass pane. In icPoint we implemented a
new method for interaction with a distant object. Our
test demonstrated its practical applicability. This shows
that the proposed method of determining the user’s line
of sight and subsequently the determination of the object
of interest works correctly with an acceptable deviation 3
degrees. It is an acceptable error and the user can simply
use voice commands to get to the adjacent object.
The type of application using our method does not need
any expensive hardware or any special devices comparing
to special devices with an accelerometer and/or gyroscope.
All necessary equipment costs less than 25 EUR.
Although it is complicated to set up the system (including
carrying the glass), once it is set, it is easy to use. Our
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solution is sensitive to a variety of light phenomena as
every solution using an input from the camera is. The
user has to be aware of this and choose the environment
with minimal distractions.
The method for pointing at distant objects can be used
in any other situation, e.g., pointing at mountain peaks,
building roofs (city panoramas), or archeological parks.
Here, however, the glass would be positioned vertically
and calculations for determining the object of interest
would differ as well as the objects’ data representation.
Any of these implementations could be extended to an
examination mode, where the user is asked to show the
object and the system would determine whether it was
the right direction. We already created such a system for
pointing at objects within indoor spaces [22].
Goal 2: To propose and verify a method, which
on the basis of observing the user’s actions, stores
his/her choices and thus reduces the demands on
the user’s interaction when retrieving web information.
Our experiments have shown that the UI adaptation using
user model can significantly increase the user’s efficiency
while working with the widget. This demonstrated that
our hypothesis is correct and the proposed method fulfills
our goal. The efficiency, as one of the basic parts of
usability, was increased by reducing the time necessary for
interaction (entering inputs) and generally reducing the
number of interaction steps. When compared with other
methods, in the best case, the user using our widget does
not have to interact with the widget at all. We assume
this is the most often case.
Although users found it difficult to start to use our widget
(see also graph on 6, the first violet column), it is a matter
of the provider. But after overcoming the initial widget
unfriendliness, the users considered the widget a very
pleasant and useful application. They especially liked
voice announcements.
Our method is unique because, besides using a user model,
it is accessible without a single click, while any other
solution requires at least one click, often several interaction
steps. User models as well as widgets are becoming very
popular. They are already used in many different domains
and in different types of applications. It is not usual to
combine them and our combination is very specific.
Presently we participate in the project iTransit, which
provides the closest departures and even more functionality.
iTransit already works with the user’s context: time and
position, which creates a comfortable interface.
Any widget can be personalized, adjust itself to best serve
the user, and thus making the retrieving of information
more comfortable and quicker. Our method itself can be
implemented with the same result for any domain dealing
with departures, e.g., logistics or catering. It can be also
used in any application domain where repetitiveness is
present, e.g., automatic functionality invocation if the application notices a sequence, which the user is repetitively
calling.
Goal 3: Verification of increasing usability resulting from different methods of visualized informa-
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tion in 3D graphical editors. The main emphasis
was on graphical hint for a hovered object, which
previews the consequence of object’s selection.
Our experiments showed that, our approach was very
successful. 91% of users rated our graphical hint preview
of possible action very positively. This method reduces
the interaction time required to perform an extension line
action: the most often action in the system.
We consider the benefits of the graphical hint preview
in systems, where expected the user will quickly learn
to use them, but will use it only for a short time. An
example of it is our prototype. We assume that in the
long term use of such system these previews can become
annoying. This can be managed by allowing to disable
these previews. The disadvantage of this solution is just
that the hint preview will show up when the mouse cursor
is in a position, where can be done given action. This
is on one side of a very sensible, but on the other hand,
the user is not aware of this action possibility until the
cursor is moved there. Since in our experiment we have
not noticed this at all, we assume, this disadvantage can
be mastered by choosing appropriate environment.
During the questionnaires evaluation, we noticed that
different people prefer different styles of interaction. An
interesting result of testing, however, was that those users
who used the mouse along the keyboard (shortcut keys
/ switch keys) learned very quickly to use the temporary
switch mapped on Ctrl-key. Such switch can be used in
any application. There is only a question, how to let the
users know about this feature, how to motivate them to
try it and then use it regularly. A problem may occur
only when the user would want to switch between more
than two modes / options. But such situation occurs very
rarely, usually with the experts.
Unlike the other similar applications, in our prototype we
have two above mentioned unique features, which accelerate and facilitate the users’ interaction with 3D editor for
solid geometry. Moreover, according to the math teachers,
the most valuable feature is the automatic correctness evaluation ability, which they never experienced in previous
applications.
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